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SUMMARY

Degraded sensory experience during critical periods
of development can have adverse effects on brain
function. In the auditory system, conductive hearing
loss associated with childhood ear infections can
produce long-lasting deficits in auditory perceptual
acuity, much like amblyopia in the visual system.
Here we explore the neural mechanisms that may
underlie ‘‘amblyaudio’’ by inducing reversible mon-
aural deprivation (MD) in infant, juvenile, and adult
rats. MD distorted tonotopic maps, weakened the
deprived ear’s representation, strengthened the
open ear’s representation, and disrupted binaural
integration of interaural level differences (ILD). Bidi-
rectional plasticity effects were strictly governed by
critical periods, were more strongly expressed in
primary auditory cortex than inferior colliculus, and
directly impacted neural coding accuracy. These
findings highlight a remarkable degree of competi-
tive plasticity between aural representations and
suggest that the enduring perceptual sequelae of
childhood hearing loss might be traced to maladap-
tive plasticity during critical periods of auditory
cortex development.

INTRODUCTION

Beginning in infancy and extending well into adulthood, the func-

tional architecture of key auditory brain regions is sculpted by

statistical patterns within the acoustic environment and learned

associations between sounds and their behavioral conse-

quences (for recent reviews see Dahmen and King, 2007;

Keuroghlian and Knudsen, 2007; Sanes and Bao, 2009;

Tzounopoulos and Kraus, 2009). Much like the developing

central visual and somatosensory systems, the role of experi-

ence in auditory system development is typically studied by

manipulating sensory inputs during discrete windows of post-

natal life and then studying the associated effects on the recep-

tive field organization in the central auditory pathways. Unlike the
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retina or skin, the cochlea is not under voluntary motor control.

Therefore, it is relatively easy to bathe young animals in spatially

(i.e., spectrally) stereotyped sound environments, whereas

continuously stimulating a restricted skin region or projecting

a particular pattern of visual stimuli onto a fixed point of the retina

of developing animals is not trivial. Auditory researchers have

capitalized on this advantage by cataloguing a broad spectrum

of cortical and collicular receptive field reorganization following

passive developmental exposure to stimuli such as continuous

broadband sound (Chang and Merzenich, 2003), temporally

modulated broadband sound (Sanes and Constantine-Paton,

1985; Zhang et al., 2002), continuous narrowband sound (Poon

and Chen, 1992; Zhou et al., 2008), temporally modulated

narrowband sound (de Villers-Sidani et al., 2007; Yu et al.,

2007; Zhang et al., 2001), frequency modulated sound (Insanally

et al., 2009), or generally complex sound (Engineer et al., 2004).

Whereas the visual and somatosensory systems do not readily

lend themselves to passive stimulation protocols, thousands of

published studies underscore the relative ease of implementing

innocuous and reversible sensory deprivation protocols such as

eyelid suture or whisker trimming. The analogous manipulation in

the auditory system is not easily accomplished, as the typical

methods for the blockade of airborne sound in young animals

(e.g., foam ear plugs or malleus removal) are either complete

or reversible, but usually not both. Despite technical difficulties,

there is a strong clinical motivation to develop animal models for

the effects of early auditory deprivation on the brain, as child-

hood conductive hearing loss (CHL) stemming from disorders

such as otitis media with effusion is the most commonly diag-

nosed illness among children in the United States (Lanphear

et al., 1997; Schappert, 1992). Furthermore, severe and chronic

otitis media in early childhood has been repeatedly associated

with binaural hearing deficits that endure for years after periph-

eral hearing has returned to normal (Hogan and Moore, 2003;

Moore et al., 1991; Pillsbury et al., 1991).

The persistence of auditory perceptual deficits after the ear is

audiometrically normal is akin to poor vision through the ‘‘lazy’’

but structurally normal eye in amblyopia patients. Like the

etiology of amblyopia, the source for ‘‘amblyaudio’’ (from the

Greek, amblyos – blunt; audio – hearing) may also stem from

maladaptive plasticity in the central auditory system during

developmental critical periods. In fact, CHL has been associated

with a host of changes in subcortical auditory nuclei, including
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alterations in metabolic activity (Tucci et al., 1999), protein

synthesis (Hutson et al., 2007), stimulus-evoked spike rates

(Mogdans and Knudsen, 1993; Silverman and Clopton, 1977;

Sumner et al., 2005), and even cell morphology (Gray et al.,

1982; Smith et al., 1983). A history of CHL has also been linked

to alterations in temporal dynamics (Xu et al., 2007) and synaptic

plasticity (Xu et al., 2010) in the auditory thalamocortical brain

slice preparation. Moreover, a history of CHL in animals has

been associated with behavioral deficits such as reduced

binaural masking level difference thresholds (Moore et al.,

1999) and impaired azimuthal sound localization (Clements and

Kelly, 1978) in a similar fashion to individuals with a history of

persistent and severe otitis media in childhood. Most recently,

a series of elegant studies have shown that the progressive

recalibration of sound localization accuracy following unilateral

CHL is critically dependent upon the auditory cortex and its

descending projections to lower auditory areas (Bajo et al.,

2010; Kacelnik et al., 2006; Nodal et al., 2009).

Despite these advances in understanding the central auditory

sequelae of developmental CHL, several fundamental questions

remain before this class of study can be reconciled with the

corpus of work describing the effects of sensory deprivation in

the visual and somatosensory cortex and with the develop-

mental sound exposure literature. (1) How does a history of

severe, yet reversible, CHL affect the receptive field organization

of the auditory cortex? (2) Unlike binocular selectivity in primary

visual cortex (V1), binaural tuning first appears in subcortical

auditory nuclei. Therefore, what aspects of auditory cortex reor-

ganization are inherently cortical and what can be explained by

plasticity at lower levels of the auditory system? (3) Are these

central plasticity effects governed by developmental critical

periods? (4) How does experience-dependent reorganization

relate to changes in the encoding accuracy for auditory stimuli?

We address these questions by implementing a method for

monaural deprivation (MD) through reversible unilateral ear canal

ligation and then characterize its effects on the auditory brain-

stem response (ABR), tonotopic organization of topographic

maps, tonal receptive fields, and binaural integration in the

primary auditory cortex (AI) and central nucleus of the inferior

colliculus (ICc). We find that MD induces a multifaceted reorgan-

izational response across midbrain and cortical circuits, each of

which is subject to unique developmental, hierarchical, and

topographic regulation. Subsequent application of a peristimulus

time histogram (PSTH)-based classifier model suggests that

these plasticity effects have clear implications for encoding

basic attributes of sounds delivered to the developmentally

ligated and open ears. The hierarchical and developmental regu-

lation of this competitive plasticity reveals several fundamental

similarities, as well as several intriguing differences, with the liter-

ature describing developmental plasticity in other sensory

modalities.

RESULTS

Monaural Deprivation Is Reversible, Stable,
and Low Pass
As the principle interest of this study was to better understand

how a history of prolonged MD affected auditory stimulus repre-
sentations in midbrain and forebrain circuits, it was essential that

the CHL achieved through ear canal ligation be reversible, other-

wise it would be impossible to determine whether degraded

auditory signal processing reflected central auditory reorganiza-

tion or could simply be attributed to ongoing peripheral hearing

loss. To disambiguate between these two possibilities and to

better understand the nature of the CHL achieved through ear

canal ligation, we measured frequency-dependent ABR thresh-

olds without, during, and after ear canal ligation (Figure 1A).

Comparison of ABR threshold differences between the ligated

and normal ears revealed a gradually sloping high-frequency

hearing loss (�11 dB/octave) that was qualitatively similar imme-

diately following ligation, as it was immediately prior to ligation

removal 60 days later (Figure 1A, dotted and solid gray lines,

respectively). ABR threshold differences measured within 60 min

following ligation removal showed substantial recovery of audi-

tory sensitivity, such that threshold differences in MD rats were

similar to sham rats for all but the two highest frequencies tested

(Figure 1A, black versus unfilled symbols).

As a next step, we carried out a more thorough analysis of ABR

waveforms in every rat to examine CHL reversal prior to unit

recordings and to shed additional light on the mechanisms

underlying the small amount of persistent high-frequency

hearing loss. We elected to use click stimuli, as clicks preferen-

tially activate basal, high-frequency regions of the cochlea that

were the most suspect for nonreversible hearing loss (Egger-

mont and Don, 1980) and also because the individual waves of

the click-ABR could be easily identified, permitting an analysis

of recovery based on peripheral versus central generators of

the gross electrical potential. We also chose to focus on ABR

wave amplitude, rather than traditional threshold measurements,

as it has been shown to be a more sensitive index of hearing loss

(Kujawa and Liberman, 2009).

Comparison of representative 80 dB click-evoked ABR wave-

forms demonstrated that responses from the ligated ear were

almost completely restored following ligation removal (Fig-

ure 1B). Quantitative analysis of waves Ia, I, and II, which are

known to be generated by the inner hair cells, spiral ganglion

cells, and cochlear nucleus globular cells, respectively (Davis-

Gunter et al., 2001; Melcher and Kiang, 1996), revealed a signif-

icant attenuation in response strength for all three peaks with the

ligation present relative to the open ear (one-tailed paired t tests,

p < 0.1; Figure 1C, gray points). Following ligation removal,

waves Ia and I amplitudes were immediately restored to equiva-

lence with the open ear so as to overlap with sham data points,

suggesting that peripheral hearing loss had been completely

reversed (Figure 1C, black versus unfilled circles and squares,

one-tailed paired t tests p > 0.1 for each). Wave II response

amplitudes continued to exhibit significant attenuation (Fig-

ure 1C, black triangle, p < 0.001). These data suggest that

residual high-frequency ABR threshold shifts likely stemmed

from changes in central auditory neurons, as only wave II failed

to recover.

Three Facets of AI Reorganization following Monaural
Deprivation
The ABR data motivated two hypotheses related to central audi-

tory plasticity: (1) the relative sparing of frequencies less than
Neuron 65, 718–731, March 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 719



Figure 1. Reversible, Stable, and Low-Pass CHL

ABR measurements were made either in a free field (gray data points) or closed

field (black and open data points) based on tone burst response threshold (A)

or click-evoked response amplitudes (B and C). In all cases, comparisons are

made between ligated versus open ear (MD) or right versus left ear (sham).

(A) Threshold differences are calculated as (ligated – open) or (right – left) for

MD and sham rats, respectively. (B) Waves Ia, I, and II are identified from

the composite ABR waveforms evoked by an 80 dB SPL click. (C) Mean ampli-

tudes of waves Ia (circles), I (squares), and II (triangles) are compared between

the ligated versus open (MD) or left versus right ears (sham) with the ligation in

place (gray), following ligation removal (black) or in sham rats (open). Points in

the gray-shaded region reflect hearing loss. Error bars reflect SEM.

Figure 2. Reorganization of Contralateral and Ipsilateral CF Maps

following MD in Early Life

Representative CF maps derived from stimuli presented to the contralateral/

ligated (left column) and ipsilateral/open (right column) ear in a sham (top

row) and MD (bottom row) rat. Tonotopy is represented using a Voronoi tessel-

lation, in which each polygon represents a single electrode penetration, the

color of each polygon represents the CF for that site, and the area of the poly-

gon is proportional to the spacing between electrode penetrations. Recording

sites with CFs < 4 kHz are enclosed with a bold black line to highlight sound

frequencies that can more readily pass through the ear canal ligation. Unfilled

polygons represent sites that were not responsive or poorly tuned to either

contralateral or ipsilateral inputs. Filled circles, non-AI recording site; open

circles, recording site unresponsive to either ear; D, dorsal; C, caudal; R,

rostral; V, ventral; scale bar, 1 mm. Recording sites 1–4 yielded the FRAs

shown in Figure 4.
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4 kHz through the ligation (the cutoff point in the frequency

transfer function) will confer a competitive advantage to—and

tonotopic overrepresentation of—neurons with characteristic

frequency (CF) tuning less than 4 kHz in the contralateral hemi-

sphere; (2) the nonreversible attenuation of wave II peak ampli-
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tude will manifest as an overall loss of neural responsiveness

to stimuli presented to the developmentally ligated ear. To test

these hypotheses, tonal receptive fields and their coordinated

arrangement into tonotopic maps were measured in AI for stimuli

presented to the contralateral (developmentally ligated) and

ipsilateral (developmentally open) ears. Representative maps

are shown from two rats that either underwent MD or a sham

surgery on postnatal day 14 (2 weeks), the day when the ear

canal fully opens in rats (Figure 2). Comparison of the MD and

sham maps supported both of these hypotheses, as the area

of the contralateral CF map tuned to frequencies less than

4 kHz was enlarged, and several positions within the MD map

had no discernable tuning. We also observed a third reorganiza-

tional component, a remarkable enhancement of tonotopically

organized ipsilateral receptive fields, which were normally

incomplete in AI of the normal rat. These three observations

raised two questions that are addressed in the following

sections. (1) To what extent do these three facets of AI plasticity

reflect subcortical reorganization? (2) Does the age at which MD

begins affect the expression of plasticity?
Developmental and Hierarchical Restrictions
on Tonotopic Map Plasticity
Contralateral CF gradients were analyzed in AI and ICc of rats

ligated at 2 weeks, 4 weeks, or adulthood. Both AI and ICc dis-

played a well-organized low-to-high CF gradient that ran either

caudal-to-rostral or dorsal-to-ventral, respectively (Figure 3A).

In order to directly compare cortical and collicular maps, CF

functions were fit with a polynomial, and the position along the

tonotopic axis at which the fit line crossed 4 kHz was defined



Figure 3. A Critical Period for Tonotopic Map

Distortion

(A) CFs are plotted according to their normalized position

along the tonotopic axis of AI or ICc maps and fit with

a polynomial function (solid line). The point at which CF

fit function crosses 4 kHz (broken line) is matched up

with the tonotopic position at that point (solid arrow),

and the cumulative percentage is defined as the low-

frequency map area (solid horizontal bars).

(B an C) Mean low-frequency map areas in AI (B) and ICc

(C) in MD- (open bars) or sham-operated rats (shaded

bars) are shown according to the age when the procedure

was performed. Asterisk denotes significant difference

with an unpaired t test (p < 0.05). c, caudal; r, rostral; d,

dorsal; v, ventral.

Error bars reflect SEM.
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as the boundary of the low-frequency map region. In AI of sham

rats, an average of 33% ± 0.02% of the map was allocated to

CFs less than 4 kHz (Figure 3B). In MD rats ligated at 2 weeks,

the low-frequency map region expanded to 47% ± 0.03% (p <

0.05). This low-frequency expansion occurred without a change

in the overall AI map length, demonstrating a bona fide realloca-

tion of preferred frequency (2.0 ± 0.11 versus 2.3 ± 0.26 mm for

sham versus MD, respectively; p > 0.05). Significant differences

in the low-frequency map area were not observed in AI when

ligation was performed at 4 weeks or adulthood and were not

observed at any age in the ICc (Figure 3C) (p > 0.05 for all

comparisons).

Experience-Dependent Shifts in Aural Dominance
Changes in the relative strength of contralateral and ipsilateral

tuning were compared directly through an analysis of aural domi-

nance. Contralateral and ipsilateral frequency response areas

(FRAs) were delineated at each recording site, and the firing

rate for every individual frequency-intensity stimulus combina-

tion within the union of the two FRAs was assigned a 1, �1, or

0 depending on whether the spike count for that particular tone

was greater for the contralateral ear, ipsilateral ear, or was equiv-

alent between the two ears, respectively (Figure 4A). Individual

data points were then averaged and categorically binned on

a scale from 1 to 7, where category 1 scores represented com-

plete contralateral dominance, category 4 scores for matched

binaural receptive field strength, and category 7 indicated

complete ipsilateral dominance, in keeping with the traditional

method of describing the effects of monocular deprivation in V1.

As reflected in the example tuning curves from the 2 week

sham rat, contralateral FRAs were normally more complete

and had lower thresholds than ipsilateral FRAs (Figure 4A).

This relationship was reversed in the 2 week MD rat example,

in which the ipsilateral FRA, corresponding to the developmen-

tally unobstructed ear, was more complete, and the contralateral
Neuron 65, 7
FRA was comparatively degraded. Looking at

the distribution of aural dominance scores

from AI recordings, one can observe a leftward

skewness in 2 week, 4 week, and adult sham

distributions, indicating a clear contralateral

bias at all ages (Figure 4B). By contrast to
sham recordings, MD aural dominance distributions in AI

were shifted to the right, indicating a preponderance of recording

sites with matched and ipsilaterally dominant receptive fields

(Figure 4B). Although the shift in aural dominance between

sham and MD distributions was most striking in rats ligated at

2 weeks, it was statistically significant for all age groups,

including adulthood (K-S tests, p < 0.001 each). Comparison of

sham recordings from ICc revealed an even stronger contralat-

eral bias present at each age (Figure 4C). Unlike AI, however,

contralateral ligation did not induce a significant shift toward

an ipsilateral preference in ICc recordings at any age (K-S tests,

p > 0.05 each).

Distinct Critical Period Regulation for Inputs
from Developmentally Ligated and Open Ears
Aural dominance shifts represent a change in the ratio of contra-

lateral/ipsilateral input efficacy. As with any ratio, the change

could reflect a suppression of input strength from the develop-

mentally ligated contralateral ear (i.e., change in the numerator)

and/or an augmentation of input strength from the open ipsilat-

eral ear (i.e., change in the denominator). In order to isolate the

relative contributions from each source, responses to ligated

and open inputs were analyzed independently. Working off the

assumption that an efficacious input is one that drives the neuron

at short latencies, at low intensities, and to which the neuron

exhibits a well-defined receptive field, we measured onset

latency, minimum response threshold, and receptive field conti-

nuity for each recording site that yielded a measurable contralat-

eral or ipsilateral FRA (see Figure S1 for a separate analysis of

each response feature). Measurements from MD and sham

recordings from a given combination of age and brain structure

were than pooled and converted to z scores. The sign of the z

score was inverted and averaged so that higher values would

correspond to recording sites with shorter latencies, lower

thresholds, and more complete receptive fields.
18–731, March 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 721



Figure 4. Bidirectional Changes in Contralateral

and Ipsilateral Input Efficacy Underlie Reorganiza-

tion of Aural Dominance

(A) FRAs derived from tones presented to the contralateral

(left column) and ipsilateral (middle column) ears from

a single sham (top row) and MD (bottom row) recording

site from the CF maps shown in Figure 2. Spike rates

(spikes/s) for each individual frequency-level combina-

tion were compared directly between contralateral and

ipsilateral FRAs. (Right column) Individual frequency-

level combinations were assigned a numeric indicator

to reflect contralateral dominance (1, white), ipsilateral

dominance (�1, black), or bilateral equivalence (0, gray)

in spike rate.

(B and C) Mean aural dominance index for each recording

site was divided into seven categories reflecting the

spectrum between complete contralateral dominance to

complete ipsilateral dominance (1–7, respectively). Distri-

butions of aural dominance scores across the entire

sample of recordings sites in sham (red) and MD (gray)

recordings are shown for AI (B) and ICc (C) for each age

group. p values reflect the outcome of Kolmogorov-Smir-

nov tests.

(D and E) Average z scores from onset latency, minimum

response threshold, and receptive field continuity distribu-

tions. Higher z scores reflect more efficacious inputs. Data

are shown from responses evoked by contra/ligated and

ipsilateral/open (ipsi) ears in 2 weeks (2), 4 weeks (4),

and adult (A) rats from sham (red) and MD (gray) AI (D)

and ICc (E) recordings. *p < 0.05 with unpaired t test;

NS, not significant. Error bars reflect SEM. See also

Figures S1, S2, and S3.
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In AI, evoked responses from the developmentally ligated ear

were significantly suppressed at all ages (MD versus sham, p <

0.001 each; Figure 4D). Responses from the open ipsilateral

ear, by contrast, were significantly augmented in MD rats

ligated at 2 weeks and 4 weeks (MD versus sham, p < 0.001

each) but were not different from shams when the ligation

was initiated in adulthood (p > 0.05; Figure 4D). The aural domi-

nance shift observed in MD adult AI recordings, therefore, was
722 Neuron 65, 718–731, March 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.
exclusively mediated by a weakening of input

strength from the developmentally ligated

ear, whereas shifts in rats ligated as infants or

juveniles reflected both an increased drive

from the developmentally open ear as well as

a suppression of inputs from the ligated ear.

Despite the fact that significant shifts in

the aural dominance distributions were not

observed in ICc recordings, we did observe

a significant decrease in the efficacy of inputs

from the ligated ear at all ages (p < 0.05

for each, Figure 4E). Significantly augmented

responses from the open ear were not

observed at any age (p > 0.05 for each, Fig-

ure 4E). Thus, in ICc, where frank ipsilateral

responses were not commonly observed,

neurons were still disproportionately driven by

contralateral inputs even though the receptive

fields in MD rats were degraded relative to
sham-operated controls. Further investigation into the spatial

distribution of plasticity revealed that positions with significant

augmentation of open ear inputs were restricted to a spatially

restricted zone in the high-frequency half of the tonotopic

map (upper versus lower half, c2 = 4.4, p < 0.05), whereas sup-

pression of ligated ear responses was more homogenously

distributed across the tonotopic map (upper versus lower half,

c2 = 2.7, p > 0.05, Figure S2).



Figure 5. Experience-Dependent Changes in

Trial-by-Trial Variability

(A and B) Raster plots illustrate spike count and timing

from single neurons recorded in sham 2 weeks (A) or MD

2 weeks (B) rats. Rasters are constructed from 20 repeti-

tions of contralateral/ligated (C, black dots) and ipsilat-

eral/open (I, gray dots) 70 dB SPL tones at the BF. Tones

are presented independently to each ear with SOA =

800 ms. (Inset) Action potential waveforms for each

single unit.

(C and D) Percentage of trials with no spikes from con-

tralateral/ligated and ipsilateral/open inputs in sham

(open bars) and MD (shaded bars) AI (C) and ICc (D)

recordings.

(E–H) Coefficient of variation (CV) in first spike latency

(E and F) and spike count (G and H, respectively)

from AI (E and G) and ICc (F and H) recordings. Aster-

isks denote unpaired t test, p < 0.05. Error bars reflect

SEM.
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Experience-Dependent Changes in Trial-by-Trial
Variability
As a next step, we were interested in determining how shifts in

aural dominance and tonotopic map organization affected the

ability of neurons to encode elementary sound features pre-

sented to the developmentally ligated versus open ear. Because

accurate encoding can depend upon having reliable responses

to the presentation of an identical stimulus, we began this line of

inquiry by investigating trial-by-trial variability in well-isolated

single AI and ICc units in 2 week sham and MD rats. When pre-

sented with a brief 70 dB SPL tone at best frequency, sham AI

units typically discharged one to four action potentials to con-

tralateral stimuli at short latency (mean = 16.2 ± 0.4 ms) and

responded at approximately twice that latency (mean = 34.1 ±

2.6 ms, p < 0.001) and with more variable spike counts to ipsi-

lateral tones at best frequency (Figure 5A). In MD units, slower

contralateral onset latencies and faster ipsilateral onset laten-

cies nearly eliminated the interaural onset disparity (means =

24.1 ± 1.9 versus 27.1 ± 0.8 ms for contralateral and ipsilateral,

respectively, p > 0.05), which complemented increased vari-
Neuron 65, 7
ability in the probability and temporal precision

of contralaterally evoked spikes (Figure 5B).

Looking at the group averages, we observed

a significant increase in the contralateral failure

rate (trials without spikes) between AI sham and

MD units (29.8% versus 49.8%, p < 0.001;

Figure 5C) and significantly greater variability

both in contralateral first spike latency (p <

0.05; Figure 5E) and spikes per trial (p <

0.001; Figure 5G). Variability in ipsilateral first

spike latency (p = 0.16; Figure 5E) and spikes

per trial (p = 0.05; Figure 5G) were somewhat

reduced in MD compared to sham, although

the difference did not reach statistical signifi-

cance for either measurement. Other than a

significant increase in the variability of contra-

lateral first-spike latency between MD and

sham units (p < 0.05; Figure 5F), no significant
changes in trial-by-trial variability were observed in ICc (Figures

5D and 5H).

Bidirectional Effects of Monaural Deprivation
on Stimulus Classification
Collectively, these data indicate that MD beginning shortly after

the onset of hearing induced marked alterations in the reliability

and form of interaural stimulus representations, particularly in AI

(see Figure S3 for summary). Does this neurophysiological plas-

ticity translate into appreciable differences in the ability of

cortical or collicular ensembles to encode basic stimulus attri-

butes? We addressed this question through the application of

a PSTH-based classifier model that creates representational

templates from population responses to stimuli that vary either

in frequency or sound level and then, given a single trial of spatio-

temporal activity across the ensemble, attempts to classify

which stimulus within the set generated the response (Foffani

and Moxon, 2004). A key feature of this model is that it does

not make any assumptions as to what aspect of the neural

response (i.e., spatial, rate, or timing) promotes the most useful
18–731, March 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 723



Figure 6. Bidirectional Shifts in Contralateral and

Ipsilateral Classification Accuracy

(A and B) PSTH-based model performance for classifica-

tion of tone frequency delivered to the contralateral/

ligated (left column) and ipsilateral/open (right column)

ears in single-unit ensembles from sham (open symbols,

solid line) and MD (gray symbols, broken line) rats. Aster-

isks denote significant differences between sham and

MD classification accuracy based on unpaired t tests

(p < 0.05). Error bars reflect SEM. See also Figure S4.
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coding scheme. The utility of each feature is derived from the

data themselves. To the extent that some aspect of the spatio-

temporal activity patterns elicited by a given frequency or sound

level are distinct from one another and are reliable from trial to

trial, the model will accurately classify the stimulus that gener-

ated the response on a single-trial basis.

Classification accuracy was tested on single-unit ensembles

drawn evenly from all regions of the tonotopic map. Ensembles

were tested on their ability to accurately classify nine tone

frequencies (2�32 kHz in 0.5 octave increments) presented at

high intensities (60–70 dB SPL) and separately on their ability

to classify sound level (Figure S4). Frequency classification per-

formance from AI and ICc sham ensembles was quite good,

with the model correctly selecting the veridical frequency 87%

of the time from each (Figures 6A and 6B, solid lines, left column).

When erroneous assignments occurred, they were typically

made to frequencies just above or below the actual frequency

presented on that trial. Ipsilateral frequency classification was

substantially worse for sham ensembles, with accuracy at 32%

and 24% for AI and ICc, respectively (Figures 6A and 6B, solid

lines, right column).

Classification performance from the MD AI ensemble revealed

a double dissociation, in which classification accuracy for stimuli

presented to the developmentally ligated contralateral ear was

significantly worse than sham (55%, p < 0.001), and frequency

classification for the ipsilateral ear was significantly more accu-

rate than sham (53%, p < 0.005; Figure 6A, broken lines). These

data demonstrate that augmentation of ipsilateral and suppres-

sion of contralateral tuning in AI had realizable benefits for the

efficient coding of stimulus frequency. Importantly, performance

from the ICc MD and sham ensembles did not differ for contra-

lateral or ipsilateral frequency classification (p > 0.05 for all tests,

Figure 6B). Therefore, although responses to stimuli delivered to

the developmentally ligated ear were suppressed in AI and ICc, it

only affected coding accuracy in AI.
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Monaural Deprivation Disrupts Binaural
Integration
Thus far, the effects of MD have been character-

ized for inputs delivered to the contralateral or

ipsilateral ears independently. In animals with

small head circumferences and high-frequency

hearing, like rats, sound localization behavior

depends critically upon the extraction and

representation of interaural level differences

(ILD) present in dichotic sound sources. There-

fore, as a final step we turned our attention to
the effects of MD on ILD tuning in ICc and AI in 2 week MD

and 2 week sham rats. This was achieved by simultaneously pre-

senting band-limited noise bursts to each ear at sound levels

ranging from 10 to 80 dB SPL. Control experiments confirmed

that our recordings were not contaminated by transcranial

bone conduction with these stimulus parameters (Figure S5).

The resulting binaural interaction matrix presents firing rate vari-

ations across an 8 3 8 combinatorial array of sound levels,

revealing a stereotyped triangular region of response inhibition

at positions where the ipsilateral level is high and the contralat-

eral level is low (Figure 7A). Ipsilaterally mediated inhibition

was characterized over a range of level combinations where

ILD was ±20 dB and average binaural level was between

0 and 40 dB of contralateral threshold (see blue zone in Fig-

ure 7A). Ipsilaterally mediated inhibition was easily quantified at

each site by expressing the fractional decrease in firing rate

(or increase for facilitation) at each binaural combination relative

to the linear sum of each monaural component (e.g., the blue

cross in Figure 7A relative to the sum of the red and green

crosses, see Figure S6 for detailed quantification). As a final

step, we measured the ability of the ipsilateral ear to directly

excite neurons by summing the firing rates across all ILD combi-

nations where the contralateral level was lowest (green box in

Figure 7A).

We formulated a three-part hypothesis about the effects of

MD on ILD tuning based on the straightforward assumption

that synaptic drive, be it excitatory or inhibitory, would be

weakened for the developmentally ligated ear and augmented

for the developmentally open ear. (1) Recordings ipsilateral to

the open ear will show elevated levels of ipsilaterally mediated

inhibition; (2) recordings ipsilateral to the ligated ear will

show reduced levels of ipsilaterally mediated inhibition; (3)

direct ipsilateral excitation will be greater than sham when

recordings are made ipsilateral to the open ear and weaker

than sham for recordings made ipsilateral to the ligated ear.



Figure 7. MD Disrupts Binaural Integration

(A) Representative binaural interaction matrix

reconstructed from an ICc unit recorded in

a 2 week sham-operated rat. Band-limited noise

bursts centered on the CF of each neuron were

presented at 64 interaural level combinations.

Contralateral response suppression was greatest

when ipsilateral level was high and contralateral

level close to threshold, but diminished as ipsilat-

eral level decreased and/or contralateral level

increased. The blue box represents the set of

19 interaural level combinations selected for

quantification of binaural integration, constrained

to ILD ± 20 dB and absolute level within 40 dB

of contralateral threshold. Binaural suppression

was quantified by comparing the firing rate

for each combination relative to the linear sum

of their monaural intercepts (e.g., blue cross

[ILD = �10] relative to sum of green and red

cross).

(B) Cartoon represents the placement of

recording electrodes in ICc and AI from both

hemispheres superimposed on a horizontal

section of the rat brain.

(C and D) Binaural interaction matrices from AI (C)

and ICc (D) in sham rats (left column), MD rats

ipsilateral to the ligated ear (middle column) and

contralateral to the ligated ear (right column).

Color scale and axis labels in (A) apply to all plots.

See also Figure S6.
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To test these hypotheses, binaural interactions were measured

from AI and ICc contralateral to the ligated ear, as with previous

datasets, but also from ICc and AI in the hemisphere ipsilateral

to the ligated ear (Figure 7B). Comparing a representative

sham AI recording (Figure 7C, left column) to a MD recording

made from AI ipsilateral to the ligated ear (Figure 7C, middle

column), we observed a subtle weakening of ipsilateral inhibi-

tion that reached significance for a few combinations centered

on lower ipsilateral intensities (Figure S6b). Recordings contra-

lateral to the ligated ear revealed a substantially different

pattern in which ipsilateral inputs alone elicit moderately high

firing rates, but when combined with contralateral inputs,

come to inhibit responses even further beneath the linear

sum of its monaural contributions (Figure 7C, right column), in

keeping with our hypothesis. Recording from ICc ipsilateral

to the ligated ear demonstrated a pronounced reduction in

ipsilateral inhibition compared to sham, also in agreement

with our hypothesis (Figure 7D, middle versus left column).

However, inhibition was not enhanced in recordings made

from ICc contralateral to the ligated ear (Figure 7D, right

column). If anything, ipsilateral inhibition was weaker than in

sham recordings, particularly at higher stimulus intensities

(Figure S6c). Expressed in the traditional ILD parlance, binaural
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interactions in sham recordings, ICc

contralateral to the ligated ear and in AI

ipsilateral to the ligated ear in MD rats

were typically EO/I. MD caused binaural

interactions in ICc ipsilateral to the

ligated ear to shift toward EO/O and in
AI contralateral to the ligated ear shifted toward an exagger-

ated form of EE/I.

When quantified as a function of ILD, we observed the

expected decay in binaural inhibition as ILD shifted toward

more positive, contralaterally dominant combinations (Figures 8A

and 8B for AI and ICc, respectively). The slope of this function

was greatly reduced in AI recordings made contralateral to the

ligated ear, such that ipsilateral inhibition remained significantly

elevated relative to sham across all ILD combinations except

�20 dB (Figure 8A, gray versus open symbols, p < 0.001 for

all). This pattern of reorganization could not be accounted for

by congruent shifts in ICc, as ipsilaterally mediated inhibition

was equivalent to sham at all ILD combinations (Figure 8B,

gray versus open symbols, p > 0.05 for all). Moving to the other

hemisphere, recordings made ipsilateral to the ligated ear re-

vealed substantially reduced levels of inhibition across all ILD

combinations in ICc (Figure 8B, black versus open symbols,

p < 0.025 for all), but only a modest change in inhibition from ipsi-

lateral AI (Figure 8A, black versus open symbols).

Returning to our final hypothesis regarding changes in the

levels of direct ipsilateral excitation, we discovered several addi-

tional surprises. Recordings from ICc ipsilateral to the develop-

mentally open ear did not demonstrate greater excitation than
1, March 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 725



Figure 8. Bilateral Effects of MD on ILD Encoding

Ipsilaterally mediated inhibition expressed as a function of ILD (ipsilateral (I)

level – contralateral (C) level) for AI (A) and ICC (B) recordings made in sham

rats (open symbols), MD rats ipsilateral to the ligated ear (black symbols),

and MD rats contralateral to the ligated ear (gray symbols). (C) Ipsilaterally

mediated inhibition averaged across all ILD combinations above is plotted

alongside levels of ipsilateral excitation for AI (circles) and ICc (squares). Aster-

isks denote significant differences for unpaired t tests (p < 0.025 after correc-

tion for multiple comparisons) comparisons between sham versus contra to

ligation (gray *) and sham versus ipsi to ligation (black *). Error bars reflect

SEM. See also Figure S6.
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sham (gray versus white squares in Figure 8C, p > 0.05) but was

nearly two times greater than sham in AI (gray versus white circle

in Figure 8C, p < 0.001). Therefore, in keeping with the augmen-

tation of ipsilateral inputs described in Figure 4, both the excit-

atory and inhibitory influences of the developmentally open ear

were greatly increased in AI but neither were changed in ICc.

Turning to the hemisphere contralateral to the developmentally

open ear, we found that the direct ipsilateral excitatory drive

was significantly reduced relative to sham in ICc (Figure 8C,

black versus white squares, p < 0.05), yet was unaffected in AI
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(Figure 8c, black versus gray circles, p > 0.05). Therefore, the

greatly enhanced influence of the developmentally open ear in

ipsilateral AI cannot be explained by changes in the balance of

excitation and inhibition occurring in AI of the opposite hemi-

sphere or ICc of the same hemisphere.

DISCUSSION

Periphery, Brainstem, Midbrain, and Cortex: Unraveling
the Locus of Plasticity
Unlike the canonical test beds for developmental plasticity

research such as binocular tuning in V1 or audiovisual integration

in the optic tectum, most auditory stimulus representations char-

acterized in AI already appear at lower levels of the auditory

system. Nevertheless, the scope and sensitivity of AI reorganiza-

tion in response to experiential manipulations is remarkable and

given the intimate association between AI and elementary prop-

erties of auditory perception (Atiani et al., 2009; Bendor and

Wang, 2007; Petkov et al., 2007), AI should continue to serve as

a premier model for plasticity studies, provided that additional

precautions are taken to distinguish between effects that

emerge there de novo versus those that are passively relayed

from other nuclei. For example, by recording from the AI, ICc,

and the medial geniculate body (MGB) of the thalamus,

researchers have traced the locus of adult tonotopic map reor-

ganization following basilar membrane lesions to reorganization

occurring within MGB (Irvine et al., 2003; Kamke et al., 2003;

Robertson and Irvine, 1989). By contrast, the physiological

memory trace from acoustic fear conditioning originates in

a distributed network involving AI, primary somatosensory

cortex (S1), MGB, the amygdala, and cholinergic inputs from

nucleus basalis (Froemke et al., 2007; Suga, 2008; Weinberger,

2007), before being recapitulated at lower stations within the

auditory pathway via corticofugal connections (Zhang and Yan,

2008).

What can this approach tell us about contributions from

midbrain, brainstem, and even the periphery to the effects of

MD? By combining bilateral recordings in AI and ICc with

detailed ABR measurements, we have been able to identify

some reorganizational features that cannot be explained by

low-level changes in the auditory system and others that must

be. Specifically, we observed three facets of plasticity resulting

from MD at 2 weeks: (1) an overrepresentation of low-frequency

CF map regions, (2) a suppression of excitatory and inhibitory

influences from the developmentally ligated ear, and (3) an

enhancement of excitatory and inhibitory influences from the

developmentally unobstructed ipsilateral ear. The first of these

effects offers a relatively straightforward interpretation: low-

frequency map distortion was observed in AI, but not in ICc

(Figure 3). Therefore, the locus of plasticity must be downstream

of ICc, either in the auditory cortex itself or in the MGB, which will

be the target of future experiments.

It is equally clear that suppressed responses to the develop-

mentally ligated ear do not appear in AI de novo, as suppression

was observed in ICc and also in wave II of the ABR, reflecting

synaptic transmission between the auditory nerve and globular

cells of the cochlear nucleus (Melcher and Kiang, 1996). Four

lines of evidence argue against attributing response suppression
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to unresolved peripheral hearing loss in the developmentally

ligated ear: (1) the amplitudes of peripherally generated ABR

waves Ia and I were completely normal following ligation

removal, even when measured with high-intensity click stimuli

that disproportionately activate basal high-frequency regions

of the cochlea; (2) responses evoked by the developmentally

ligated ear were equivalent to sham controls when recordings

were made in AI ipsilateral, rather than contralateral, to the

ligated ear (Figure 8C); (3) contralateral suppression is observed

across the low- to high-frequency extent of AI maps, not only

in high-frequency regions (Figure S2); (4) direct stimulation of

MGB in thalamocortical brain slices made from animals experi-

encing CHL also reveals significantly increased AI response

latencies and single-trial temporal jitter, in keeping with the

AI measurements reported here using acoustic stimulation of

the ligated ear (Xu et al., 2007) (Figure 5). Collectively, these

observations make a strong argument that response suppres-

sion to the ligated ear can be traced to alterations in brainstem

circuitry, not the periphery, most probably in the cochlear

nucleus.

The most striking effect of MD in young rats was the enhanced

responsiveness to inputs from the developmentally open ipsilat-

eral ear in AI. The elaboration of ipsilateral stimuli was observed

in the increased quality of tonal receptive fields (Figure 4), the

emergence of a well-organized ipsilateral tonotopic map (Fig-

ure 2), the enhancement of ipsilaterally evoked excitation and

ipsilateral inhibition (Figures 7 and 8), and the combined effect

of these neurophysiological changes amounted to improve-

ments in classification accuracy for ipsilateral stimuli (Figure 6).

These effects could not be attributed to reorganization in ICc

from the same hemisphere or to reorganization of AI from the

opposite hemisphere (Figure 8). How then could both excitatory

and inhibitory inputs from the open ear approximately double in

strength for AI recordings made contralateral to the ligated ear

(Figure 8C)? One possibility is that removing the principal excit-

atory drive from AI induces specific and intrinsic changes in

these circuits, allowing neurons to select new presynaptic part-

ners. Converging lines of evidence from the somatosensory and

visual cortex suggest that unilateral sensory deprivation can

disrupt the formation of extracellular matrix proteins that nor-

mally inhibit active synapse remodeling (McRae et al., 2007;

Sur et al., 1988). The extracellular matrix undergoes dramatic

bottom-up postnatal development in the rat auditory system,

first appearing in the brainstem on postnatal day 4, ICc on day

8, and in AI on day 18 (Friauf, 2000). Therefore, AI circuits contra-

lateral to the ligated ear may have been able to establish

contacts with initially weak inputs arriving from the open ear

via callosal fibers or MGB while the extracellular matrix formation

was immature or actively retarded.

Critical Period Cascades within Primary Sensory Cortex
Sensory experience can exert particularly profound effects on

the functional organization of sensory brain regions during

time-limited developmental windows known as critical periods

(for review see Hensch, 2005; Keuroghlian and Knudsen, 2007).

Recent evidence from developmental plasticity studies in AI and

V1 support the concept that sensory feature representations

develop sequentially—from rudimentary to complex—across
early postnatal development and that experience-dependent

refinements for each feature are governed by temporally inde-

pendent critical periods. In V1, the critical period for orientation

selectivity precedes the critical period for ocular dominance

(Fagiolini and Hensch, 2000) and binocular matching (Wang

et al., 2010), and these sequential processes may reflect distinct

molecular mechanisms (Fagiolini et al., 2003). In a similar vein,

two recent studies in AI have demonstrated that basic organiza-

tional features such as static frequency tuning and rate selec-

tivity undergo rapid development and critical period regulation

shortly after the onset of hearing, while second-order features,

such as tuning for the direction of frequency modulation, are

shaped during a critical period occurring later in development

(Insanally et al., 2009; Razak et al., 2008). In our study, unilateral

ear canal ligation created two types of sensory imbalances,

thereby permitting comparison of two separate experience-

dependent plasticity processes: (1) a global deprivation of con-

tralateral inputs relative to ipsilateral inputs and (2) within the

global attenuation of contralateral inputs, a relative sparing of

frequencies less than 4 kHz. The preservation of low-frequency

hearing induced an expansion of low-frequency areas of the

tonotopic map, but only in animals ligated at 2 weeks, in agree-

ment with recent studies in the rat demonstrating that passive

experience with spectrally modified sound environments only

modifies the tonotopic map within the first few days after

hearing onset (de Villers-Sidani et al., 2007; Insanally et al.,

2009). Similar to binocular tuning in V1, binaural selectivity in

AI emerges progressively over the first month of hearing (Razak

and Fuzessery, 2007), as one would expect from the delay of

organized connectivity for binaural versus topographic circuits

in the developing auditory brainstem (Green and Sanes, 2005;

Kim and Kandler, 2003). By demonstrating that ipsilateral

augmentation is observed in rats ligated at 2 weeks or 4 weeks,

but not in adulthood, our data confirm the prediction that inter-

aural balance, like frequency modulation direction tuning, is

shaped during a critical period extending into later postnatal

development. Additional work will be necessary to reveal the

molecular specializations that permit temporally separable

refinement of distinct auditory feature representations within

AI circuits.

Bidirectional Plasticity: A Comparison across Sensory
Modalities
The effect of monaural deprivation in AI shares a hallmark feature

with monocular deprivation in V1 or whisker trimming in the

primary somatosensory cortex (S1): a loss of responsiveness

to the normally dominant source of sensory input that has

been blocked during early development (i.e., the contralateral

eye/ear or principal whisker), and a gain in responsiveness to

the normally weaker input source that has been left alone during

early development (i.e., the ipsilateral eye/ear or surround

whisker) (Fox, 1992; Mioche and Singer, 1989). Therefore, in all

three sensory systems, a shift in preference toward the open

eye, the open ear, or the spared whisker is rooted in a bidirec-

tional adjustment in the excitatory drive from deprived and non-

deprived inputs. That suppression and augmentation can be

teased apart according to when deprivation was initiated or

where recordings are made, suggests that each reflects
Neuron 65, 718–731, March 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 727
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mechanisms that are distinct from one another, yet may be

conserved across modalities.

Beyond this basic, but critical, similarity, differences between

modalities begin to emerge. For instance, the age-dependent

expression of each plasticity component is reversed in A1 com-

pared to both V1 and S1. We found that augmentation of inputs

from the nondeprived ipsilateral ear was observed when depri-

vation was initiated at 2 weeks or 4 weeks, but not in adulthood.

Contralateral suppression, by contrast, was observed at all ages.

In V1 and S1, suppression of responses to the closed eye or

trimmed whisker are only observed when deprivation is initiated

in early postnatal life, whereas potentiation of inputs from the

spared eye or whisker can be observed into early adulthood,

particularly when cortical recordings are made outside of layer

4 or with methods sensitive to subthreshold changes (Glazewski

et al., 1996; Sawtell et al., 2003). The hierarchical expression

profile was also distinct; whereas suppression of deprived

whisker responses is observed in S1, but not in thalamic or brain-

stem nuclei (Glazewski et al., 1998), suppression of deprived ear

responses was observed in both A1 and ICc. Further insight into

these differences will require experimenting with shorter lengths

of MD and targeting different lamina within AI so as to more

closely approximate the experimental design used in visual

and somatosensory deprivation experiments.

Amblyopia and Amblyaudio
Critical periods of brain development are windows of opportunity

as well as vulnerability. Gone untreated, an inherent imbalance in

the strength of visual signals transmitted from each eye to the

central visual system can cause a permanent loss of acuity in

the nondominant eye and deficiencies in stereoscopic vision,

a condition known as amblyopia. Similarly, particularly severe

otitis media with effusion during early childhood that does not

resolve spontaneously or through intervention with antibiotics

and/or tympanostomy tubes can lead to long-lasting auditory

perceptual deficits, a condition we are calling amblyaudio.

In both cases, the critical factor may be linked to whether imbal-

anced signals arriving from the eyes or ears coincides with the

critical period for binocular or binaural integration in the primary

visual or auditory cortex, respectively.

In AI, the end of a critical period does not signify an end to

experience-dependent plasticity. A growing literature suggests

that the end of the critical period marks the transition between

an early developmental stage in which cortical sound represen-

tations are shaped through passive experience and a later stage

in which reorganization requires learned associations between

sounds and behaviorally relevant consequences (for review

see Keuroghlian and Knudsen, 2007; Polley et al., 2008). In this

sense, it is more apt to describe the critical period as a develop-

mental switch between exposure-based plasticity and reinforce-

ment-based plasticity, rather than between a plastic period and

a stable period. Indeed, training adult animals in auditory

learning tasks can bring about specific and long-lasting changes

in AI auditory feature representations (Fritz et al., 2005; Polley

et al., 2006). Perceptual learning has been advanced as an effec-

tive method for improving visual acuity in adult amblyopia

patients (Li et al., 2008), which raises the possibility that focused

auditory training may also be a promising approach to accelerate
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recovery in individuals with unresolved auditory processing defi-

cits stemming from childhood CHL.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Ear Canal Ligation

All procedures were approved by Vanderbilt University Animal Care and Use

Committee and followed the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health

guide for the care and use of laboratory animals. Sprague-Dawley rats under-

went either an ear canal ligation surgery or a sham surgery on the morning of

P14 (2 weeks), P28 (4 weeks), or P140 (adult). Rats were brought to a surgical

plane of anesthesia (ketamine, 80 mg/kg, and medetomidine, 0.5 mg/kg), an

incision was made behind the pinna, and a portion of the external meatus

was isolated and ligated with surgical silk, producing complete atresia. For

the sham procedure, the surgical silk was passed around the meatus but

was not tied off. Surgery type (ligation or sham) and ear (left or right) was varied

between rats in a single litter. Following wound closure, rats were returned to

their home cage for 60–74 days. Home cages were positioned inside small

sound-attenuating booths outfitted with a ceiling-mounted speaker. A reper-

toire of sparse spectrotemporally varying natural sounds (max level = 65 dB

SPL) was presented continuously during this period to accentuate the binaural

disparity for airborne sounds versus self-generated sounds that could bypass

the ligation via bone conduction.

Neurophysiological Recording

Auditory Brainstem Response

ABR was performed in every rat prior to recordings from AI or ICc. Rats were

anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium (50 mg/kg followed by 10–15 mg/kg

supplements as necessary). The external ears were removed bilaterally at

the point where the meatus passes through the temporal bone. Any detritus

or other buildup that obscured the tympanic membrane in the ligated ear canal

was removed with extreme care. Provided that the tympanic membrane

looked healthy in both ears, the rat was placed in a stereotaxic frame, sup-

ported by hollow ear bars that were custom-designed to form a tight seal

with the external acoustic meatus and terminate �1 mm from the tympanic

membrane (David Kopf Instruments). Calibrated electrostatic transducers

(Stax SR-003) were affixed to the distal ends of each ear bar.

ABR measurements were obtained within 60 min following ligation removal

with platinum needle electrodes positioned at each pinna and a ground at the

base of the neck, an orientation known to accentuate the earliest waves of

the response. ABRs were generated from the ligated and normal ears of

sham (n = 22) and MD (n = 24) rats using click stimuli (50 ms duration, positive

monophasic at 27 Hz) that ranged from 0 to 80 dB SPL in 5 dB increments.

Rats were excluded from further study if the click-evoked ABR threshold

from the ligated ear exceeded the normal ear threshold by more than 10 dB

(�15% of cases). Additional free field ABR measurements were undertaken

in a subset of rats ligated either at P14 or adulthood to characterize

frequency-dependent threshold shifts before and after ligation removal.

In these studies, ABR frequency response thresholds were characterized inde-

pendently for both ears using tone bursts (5 ms duration with 0.5 ms cos2

ramps, 1–32 KHz in 0.5 octave increments, 2 dB SPL increments, presented

at 27 Hz) immediately following ligation (n = 2), immediately preceding ligation

removal (n = 4), immediately following ligation removal (n = 3), and in sham rats

(n = 2).

Recordings from AI and ICc

If normal hearing was confirmed with ABR, the skull and soft tissue overlying

auditory and occipital cortex were removed. Multiunit responses were

recorded with epoxylite-coated tungsten microelectrodes (2.0 MU at 1 kHz,

FHC) in AI and 16-channel silicon probes in ICc (150 mm intercontact separa-

tion, Neuronexus). AI was identified based on the unique rostral-to-caudal

tonotopy arising from dense spatial sampling (50–100 mm between penetra-

tions) of the middle cortical layers (450–550 mm) as described previously

(Polley et al., 2007). The silicon probe configuration allowed us to record simul-

taneously from multiple sites (mean = 13.3) spanning the entire low- to high-

frequency extent of ICc. The borders of the tonotopic maps were identified

in both structures either by the presence of unresponsive sites or reversals
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in CF tuning. Two to four separate penetrations were made from different posi-

tions within the ICc for a given animal. For each recording site, tone pips (20 ms

duration, 5 ms cos2 ramps) were delivered to each ear independently (800 ms

SOA). In some cases, band-limited noise bursts (100 ms duration, 5 ms cos2

ramps, 0.3 octave wide, centered on CF for each neuron) were presented

simultaneously to each ear at levels ranging from 10 to 80 dB SPL in 10 dB

increments, for a total of 64 unique interaural SPL combinations (repeated

20 times each). Absence of contralateral cochlear excitation via bone conduc-

tion was confirmed in cochleectomized rats (Figure S5). When indicated, single

units were isolated offline according to waveform shape, separability in prin-

cipal components space, autocorrelation, and signal-to-noise ratio.

Data Analysis

ABR Measurements

ABR threshold was defined as the lowest sound level that could reliably

produce a stimulus-evoked peak that followed the progressive trend for

decreasing amplitude and increasing latency observed over the full range of

sound levels. Amplitude measurements were made from waves Ia, I, and II

based on the difference between the corresponding peak and the immediately

preceding local minima.

CF Gradients

Contralateral and ipsilateral frequency-intensity response areas were recon-

structed from 488 tone pips (1–64 kHz in 0.1 octave increments; 0–70 dB

SPL in 10 dB increments) delivered in a pseudorandom order for each ear.

CF was defined for each tuning curve as the frequency that evoked a response

at threshold. Normalized topographic position was defined as the relative point

along a line connecting the low- and high-frequency boundaries of CF maps.

CF-position plots were then fit with a fourth-degree polynomial (e.g., Figure 3).

The percentage of the CF map allocated to frequencies %4 kHz was defined

as the X intercept of the fit line at 4 kHz (3100). For ICc maps, estimates were

made separately for each penetration and then averaged. In all cases, 20–50

penetrations were contained within a single map per animal (AI 2 weeks, n =

4/6 [sham/MD]; AI 4 weeks, n = 5/6; AI Adult, n = 4/4; ICc 2 weeks, n = 6/4;

ICc 4 weeks, n = 5/5; ICc Adult, n = 6/4).

Binaural Analysis of Frequency Response Areas

FRAs were initially calculated based on spikes occurring 5–50 ms from stim-

ulus onset. The spike collection window was then refined by adjusting the early

time point until the first spikes that fell within the high-intensity regions of the

FRA were identified (see Figure S1). This point was defined as the onset

latency. The end of the window was determined by identifying the latest spikes

that unambiguously fell within the outline of the FRA. Receptive field continuity

was defined as the percentage of points inside the FRA outline that had firing

rates less than the average spontaneous rate defined from the 100 ms prior to

stimulus onset. To quantify contralateral and ipsilateral efficacy, measure-

ments of onset latency, minimum response threshold, and continuity were

pooled across MD and sham recordings for a given combination of deprivation

age, brain structure, and laterality (e.g., contralateral responses from all AI MD

and sham 2 week recording sites). The sample for all three measurements was

then converted to a z score, multiplied by �1, and averaged. Thus, recording

sites driven at short latencies and low intensities featuring complete FRAs have

more positive z scores.

The aural dominance index was calculated by comparing the firing rates

(spikes/s, adjusted for baseline activity) for each frequency-intensity combina-

tion that fell within the union of the contralateral and ipsilateral FRAs (see

Figure 4A, right column). Using a winner-take-all approach, the firing rate for

each frequency-intensity point was scored as a 1, 0, or �1 based on whether

contra > ipsi, contra = ipsi, or contra < ipsi, respectively. The mean of all

comparisons for each recording site was then assigned to one of seven aural

dominance categories, each capturing a 0.286 range with lower categories re-

flecting more positive (contra dominant) aural dominance index scores.

Analysis of Binaural Integration

Binaural suppression was characterized from AI and ICc ipsilateral and contra-

lateral to the developmentally ligated ear in 2 week MD rats (n = 105/4

[recording sites/animals] for contralateral AI; n = 129/3 for ipsilateral AI;

n = 55/4 for contralateral ICc; n = 93/5 for ipsilateral ICc). These recordings

were compared against recordings from 2 week sham rats (n = 105/4 for AI;

n = 80/4 for ICc). A population PSTH with 1 ms bins was created from 1280
presentations of band-limited noise bursts (64 interaural SPL combinations 3 20

repetitions each). Spike counts within this period were determined for each

unique interaural combination, the corresponding baseline firing rate sub-

tracted, the result converted to spikes/s, and finally normalized to the interaural

combination with the greatest firing rate. Ipsilateral excitation was defined as

the sum of the firing rates from the eight stimulus combinations where the

sound level for the ipsilateral ear varied, but was held at a minimum level for

the contralateral ear (e.g., ILD combinations highlighted within the green box

in Figure 7A). Contralateral threshold was defined from the contralateral rate-

level function by beginning at the peak and moving toward lower sound levels

to identify the first instance where the evoked response was %2 standard devi-

ations from the baseline rate. As a final step, we selected the 19 sound level

combinations with ILD ± 20 dB and mean binaural SPLs from 0 to 40 dB above

the contralateral threshold (e.g., blue box in Figure 7A). Ipsilaterally mediated

suppression was defined as the fractional change in firing for a given dichotic

stimulus combination relative to the sum of its monaural intercepts using the

formula (((Cref + Iref) – CIcomp)/(Cref + Iref)) 3 100, where Cref is the contralat-

eral reference firing rate (e.g., red cross in Figure 7A), Iref is the ipsilateral refer-

ence firing rate (e.g., green cross in Figure 7A), and CIcomp is the comparison

firing rate evoked by both the simultaneous presentation of Cref and Iref

(e.g., blue cross in Figure 7A).

Trial-by-Trial Variability

A subset of single units from the 2 week age group (n = 98 AI Sham, n = 96 AI

MD, n = 88 ICc Sham, n = 98 ICc MD) were studied with a restricted set of

54 tone pips (nine frequencies, 2–32 kHz in 0.5 octave increments; six levels,

20–70 dB in 10 dB increments) pseudorandomly presented to each ear

20 times each. Neurons were drawn from across the entirety of the topo-

graphic maps to include the full range of preferred frequencies. The spike

collection window and FRA outline were determined as described above.

Next, trial-by-trial variability in response rate and first spike latency were char-

acterized at 60 and 70 dB SPL at the best frequency (frequency that elicited

evoked the greatest number of spikes) for contralateral and ipsilateral FRAs.

A given trial was classified as a failure if no spikes were elicited within the over-

all spike collection window. For successful trials, the first spike latency was

defined as the time of the first spike that occurred within the spike collection

window and fell within the boundaries of the FRA. Spikes per trial was defined

as the total number of spikes that fell within the spike collection window.

The coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean) was

then calculated for onset latency and spikes per trial.

Neurocomputational Model

Classifier Model

PSTH-based classification was performed on the same sample of single units

and stimulus set described above. A poststimulus time window of 100 ms

divided into 1 ms bins was set to coincide with stimulus onset. The input to

the model was a matrix with T 3 S rows and B 3 N columns, where T is the

number of repetitions for each stimulus (T = 20), S is the total number of stimuli

(S = 9 or 6 for frequency versus level, respectively), B is the number of bins con-

taining spike counts (B = 100), and N is the number of neurons (N = 88–98,

depending on dataset). Therefore, vi, j is equivalent to the spike counts in the

ith row and jth column of the matrix, where i goes from 1 to S 3 T and j goes

from 1 to N 3 B.

The model is then ‘‘trained’’ to create individual templates for each stimulus

s defined as the vector ns = ns;.; ns
N�B with the jth element is calculated as

ns
j =

1

T

X
i˛s

ns
ij :

For an individual testing trial ni = ni;1;.; ni;N�B, the Euclidean distance sepa-

rating the trial from each stimulus template, ns, is defined as

di
s =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XN�B
j = 1

�
ni;j � ns

j

�2

vuut :

Each single-trial, i, is classified to the stimulus for which the single trial-to-

template Euclidean distance is smallest. Each of the S 3 T single trials go

through this two-step model. The current trial, to be tested in testing phase,
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is excluded from the template calculation in the training phase. Accuracy was

defined as the absolute value of the discrepancy between the veridical stim-

ulus and the classified stimulus (either in octaves or dB).

All data points are mean ± standard error unless otherwise specified. All

statistical reports are based upon unpaired t tests unless otherwise specified.
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